
WEDDING VIDEOGRAPHY 2023

We currently offer 3 WEDDING PACKAGES; which are the HIGHLIGHT,

FEATURE and LIVE STREAM package here at Intentional Visuals LLC. The

packages will come standard with 2 Videographer (2 for Live Stream), 6K

video recording (1080p FHD for Live Stream), 6 hours of wedding coverage (ceremony to

reception), audio recording with Lav mic, 5 Blu-Ray discs, 1 video edit and full wedding video

digital copy via online file transfer all included.

HIGHLIGHT PACKAGE

In the HIGHLIGHT package, the 1 video
edit you will receive will be the
HIGHLIGHT edit. This edit will be between
4 - 6 minutes in length and will compress
your wedding with all the best parts of
your day with music to match and
stunning slow motion for a cinematic
touch.

FEATURE PACKAGE

In the FEATURE package, the 1 video edit
will be longer in length, between 10 - 30
minutes, adding more wedding audio,
from vows to speeches, and longer cuts
for a more personal documentary feel. We
also capture guest special words!

LIVE STREAM PACKAGE

The LIVE STREAM package
includes us live broadcasting
your ceremony and first 3 hours
of reception via your personal
Facebook page and/or group
you’ve created for privacy, and we
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can simultaneously stream to our Youtube for anyone who does not have Facebook. For
seasons like this where there is a pandemic and cuts in the guest list or restrictions at venues,
your guest can still attend right in the safety and comfort of their own homes!

PRICING
❖ HIGHLIGHT PACKAGE - 6K Video / 6 hours coverage / 5 Blu-Ray discs / 1 Highlight Edit /

Digital full wedding footage.. - starting $1700 (varies on location and extra time)

❖ FEATURE PACKAGE - 6K Video / 6 hours coverage / 5 Blu-Ray discs / 1 Feature Edit /

Digital Full wedding footage. - starting $1900  (varies on location and extra time)

❖ LIVE STREAM PACKAGE - 1080p FHD Streaming of Ceremony & Reception via Youtube

and/or Facebook.  2 Video operators on 2 cameras and a live stream operator. (4 hours

coverage / 5 Blu-Ray discs / Highlight Edit / Raw Footage). - starting $3000

❖ PREP OPTION - We will come 3 hours before the ceremony start time to capture both

bride and groom with prep and/or first look.  - $200

❖ DRONE OPTION - we will fly the drone  before or during the wedding to capture the

beautiful venue, decor and add aerial cinematography to your video edit and raw footage.

- $175

❖ LIVE STREAM OPTION - This is an option to add to your Highlight or Feature package to

only live stream your ceremony!  - $700

❖ CAPTURE 360 BOOTH OPTION - This option can be rented for the reception from 3 - 5

hours and come with the 360 platform and camera to capture slow motion fun video of

guests with music added and sent digitally. - $350 - $500


